
Our company is looking to fill the role of specialty sales. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for specialty sales

Achieve defined sales targets and properly project & forecast business trends
Develop and maintain a strong business relationship with all external and
internal stakeholders in mutual success of our partners and adidas Golf
Strong preparation and analytical skills to develop appropriate business plans
to drive desired results
Communicate weekly business updates with summarized retail trend analysis
Forecast documents to be thoroughly prepared for completion on time and
with extreme accuracy
Proven ability to consistently analyze, track and evaluate booking
performance and implementation of strategic planning to adjust and act on
business opportunities to achieve company goals
Minimal travel necessary, as advised to customer meetings, off-site for sales
strategy, and sales meetings
Strategically analyze inventory levels to proactively manage clearance
cadence
Work closely with finance and merchandise teams to offer data and opinion
on discounting levels through the clearance process
Explore business opportunities and help implement sales strategies with our
licensee partnerships, including but not limited to NHL, NCAA, MLS, DISNEY,
UNIVERSAL

Qualifications for specialty sales

Example of Specialty Sales Job Description
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Must be well organized in order to manage time, develop plans, organize
schedule, and do reports
5+ years sales management experience with 7-10 years direct sales
experience and a minimum of 4 years sales experience in the Oilfield area
Proven track record of achieving sales growth in selling value added specialty
chemicals and managing a team of sales professionals
Strong understanding of customer and market dynamics within the Oilfield
market
Knowledge of CRM software and Microsoft Office Suite
Prior sales manager experience needed, preferably in Sports Nutrition


